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What’s in Your Engagement Letter? 
 
As counsel defending an accountant in a professional liability claim, one of my first questions for a client is, 
"what is in your engagement letter?"  While we defend claims because a mistake may have been made, other 
claims result from miscommunication or incorrect assumptions a client has made concerning the scope of work 
to be done.  These claims may be subject to dismissal when a well-crafted, forward-looking engagement letter 
identifies and defines the work.  Not only will it discourage a client from asserting a meritless claim, it will 
facilitate engaging in a meaningful and productive relationship with the client at the inception of a relationship.  
It is therefore a best practice to have a written, signed letter for every engagement. 
 
ENGAGEMENT LETTER MUSTS: 
 
1.  Identify the Client 

Specifically and correctly identify the name of each client involved in the engagement. If your client 
changes (by merger, acquisition or otherwise), prepare a new engagement letter identifying the client.  
If a related entity will not be your client, advise that entity of its “non-client” status in a separate letter.  
The key is to be clear that the identified client, and only that client, has an expectation that it is 
engaging you as the accountant.   This is particularly important when representing an organization, as 
interests of various individuals within the organization may not always match up with the interests of 
your client. 
 

2.  Describe the Scope and Nature of the Services to be provided 
Precisely describe the professional services you will provide.  Is there only one matter being covered, 
or is this likely to lead to other services?  For example, if you are being retained to perform a 
compilation or prepare a tax return and nothing more, your engagement letter should say so.  There are 
general assumptions built into every fee agreement, such as the likely volume of work, the issues, and 
the time frame(s). All assumptions underlying the fee structure should be specified.  Use the 
engagement letter to clearly frame the client’s expectations.  The engagement letter should make it 
clear that the representation can potentially change based on developments, and how such scope 
changes will be addressed and approved by the client.  If circumstances change and a client needs 
additional services from you, create a new engagement letter. 
 

3.  Set Forth Limitations on your Firm’s Services or Responsibilities 
Describe the limits of your responsibilities, explaining what services you are not being retained to 
perform.  Accountants typically do not act in a managerial capacity for a client.  However, it can appear 
that you have assumed managerial responsibilities in performing review, audit, or bookkeeping 
engagements.  Therefore, be clear in the engagement letter that you are not assuming any managerial 
or decision making capacity for the client.  You also want to stress in the engagement letter that you are 
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relying on information provided by the client and that you are not guaranteeing any particular result or 
outcome.

Establish Your Fees, When Fees will be Billed and Must be Paid, and Describe What Expenses 
Will be Incurred by the Client
Specify your hourly rate, or the fixed sum you are charging for your services, and the rates for any 
personnel (accountants and staff) who will be involved. State whether your firm has annual rate 
increases, and any circumstance where a rate change may occur. State when payments will be billed 
and must be paid. The best practice is to determine the timing of payments at the outset, and specify 
whether fees will be billed monthly, by some other period (predetermined phases), or by work 
completed (which incentivizes you to work faster). The engagement letter should also spell out the 
consequences of the failure to pay the fees and expenses invoiced in a timely manner. If permitted 
under applicable law, the client should be informed that nonpayment will result in withdrawal.

When Appropriate, Identify the Professional Standards Applicable to the Engagement
This may prove helpful in showing that you and your client agree regarding what professional standards 
apply to the assignment.

Spell out the Client’s Responsibilities
Listing the client’s responsibilities can prevent disputes regarding the scope of such responsibilities. 
Should the client fail to cooperate with you, or fail to perform assigned tasks, this language will support 
your defense should a claim later develop.  For example, if you are engaging in tax preparation, 
consider providing a “tax organizer” for your client that lists the documents and information you expect 
to receive and when it is to be received.  A reference to the need for the client to safeguard data and 
cease routine document destruction policies may also be appropriate.
You can also consider using an engagement letter to describe a method of Alternative Dispute 
Resolution (such as arbitration or mediation); specifying your right to withdraw from representation;
indemnification (for example, when third parties, such as shareholders or investors, bring claims); and 
when an accountant-client privilege may be applicable, explaining methods employed to keep client 
information confidential, and circumstances when the privilege may be unenforceable (such as a court 
order).
It can only help to consult with your attorney on the basic format and standard language for your 
engagement letters, which can then be tailored to fit the particular circumstance.

Travelers Insurance offers you the Accounting Professionals Engagement Letter Matrix as a tool to 
assist in composing an engagement letter template that you can then tailor for each new engagement,
which is located on the Travelers Professional Liability Risk Management Page for Accountants

By David Corbett and Steven Ginsburg, Litchfield Cavo LLP 
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